1. BASEPLATE PERMANENTLY MARCHED TO INDICATE CABLEWAY OPENING IN SAEFT.
2. ACFT. IN I/2 LITERS AND DATE CODE IN I/4 LITTERS
3. BASEPLATE IS PERMANENTLY STAMPED WITH MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFICATION

4. BOTH ENDS

BOLTS, SPECIAL 1-1/4" DIAMETER HOT DIP GALVANIZED STUDS THREADED

STELT BAR

PLATE OR COLL.

HELIW, ASMT A695 (CURRENT REVISION), 3/8 THICK HOT ROLLED STEEL

CONFORM TO AS4100 TECH. BLU. #7270

BASEPLATE, ASMT A693 (CURRENT REVISION), STANCE STEEL

WEARING THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS:

3. ALL MATERIALS IS TO BE NEW, UNENDED AND MILL TRACABLE
4. MANUFACTURER TO HAVE IN EFFECT INDUSTRY-RECOGNIZED MANUFACTURING

SURFACE LEVEL OR IDENTIFICATIONS OR WATERMARKS

QUALITY CONTROL PROCESSING AND LABELING.

SURFACE LEVEL OR IDENTIFICATIONS OR WATERMARKS.

NOTE: BOLT CIRCLE FOR CMPLT. CONVENTIONAL 1/2" SAPR BOLT AT 45°.

7. BOLTS TO BE GeForce AT 1/4" DIAMETER HOT DIP GALVANIZED PER ASMT-A693 (CURRENT REVISION),

FINISH HOT DIP GALVANIZE PER ASMT-A693 (CURRENT REVISION).

NOTE:

SIDE VIEW OF TRUE HELICAL FORM.

HELIX MUST BE FORMED BY MATCHING METAL.

NORMAL TO AXIS.

ALL RADIAL SECTIONS.